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Abstract
This paper describes an approach for the migration of
supervisory machine control architectures. This migration, from a paradigm based on finite-state machines to a
paradigm based on task-resource systems, is described in
terms of model transformations. We propose a generic migration approach that involves normalising a legacy architecture that, in turn, is transformed. Based on the architecture of a controller of a complex manufacturing machine, a wafer scanner developed by ASML, we defined a
number of concerns and corresponding architectural transformation rules.

1. Introduction
As software systems evolve they tend to become increasingly complex [2]. Furthermore, the architecture documentation and its corresponding implementation tend to
follow asynchronous evolutionary paths. Consequently,
the conformance between the architecture specification and
software implementation decreases [3].
In practice, increased complexity and loss of architecture conformance make a system more difficult to
change [4], and result in an increase of associated development (and maintenance) effort and cost. The involved
effort can be reduced by, e.g., the separation of concerns,
the introduction of product-line architectures, model-based
development and automatic code generation. In practice, adopting such techniques will require architectural
changes.
Ideally, one would like to make these changes reproducible by automatically transforming one architecture into
another. In the case of a migration towards a product line,
such a transformation could be applied repeatedly to migrate different product versions into product-line members.
In this paper we consider the migration of supervisory ma∗ Preliminary results of the research presented in this paper have been
published as work in progress in [1]
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chine control (S MC) architectures towards such a productline approach.
In an advanced manufacturing machine, S MC [5, 6] is
responsible for the coordination of the high-level machine
behaviour. This requires, amongst others, interpretation of
manufacturing requests and prioritisation, synchronisation,
scheduling, and exploitation of concurrency with respect to
the resulting manufacturing activities [7, 8, 9, 10]. The
S MC of a wafer scanner, developed by ASML, motivated
this paper and serves as a running example to illustrate the
migration of a legacy architecture, based on finite-state machines (F SM’s), to a new architecture that is based on taskresource systems (T RS’s). This migration is spurred by the
fact that a T RS-based S MC architecture, as opposed to an
F SM-based one, is declarative, supports run-time dependent decisions and thus provides increased flexibility and
maintainability.
We consider the start and end point of this migration as
different architecture views, referred to as the source and
target view respectively. This is similar to the approach for
architecture reconstruction as described by Van Deursen et
al. [11]. Here, an architecture view is associated with a
viewpoint [12], that, amongst others, specifies a metamodel
for the primary presentation [13] of that view. In this paper
we focus on the models in this primary presentation.
In order to define a reproducible mapping, we define
practical transformation rules in terms of patterns associated with the source and target metamodels. These transformation rules are practical in the sense that they are based
on an actual migration as performed by an expert. From
this, we have extracted generic, concern-based transformation rules. Due to practical reasons, which are mainly associated with the informal use of modelling languages in
industry [14], we first normalise the legacy specification
before the architecture transformation rules are applied via
a model transformation language. The resulting migration
approach, as depicted in Figure 1, is similar to the M DA
framework [15] except for this normalisation step.
Although we focus on the migration of S MC architectures in particular, the principles as outlined in this paper
can be applied to a much broader class of systems. Ad-
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3. Supervisory Machine Control
In this section we first define S MC and place it in a machine control context. Next, we briefly discuss the main
concerns that need to be addressed in the architecture migration. Finally, we introduce the motivating case and running example for this paper: the ASML wafer scanner.
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Figure 1: Generic two-phased migration approach

3.1. Context and control problem
vanced manufacturing systems in general, require some
form of supervision for the coordination and execution of
manufacturing activities. We believe that the main contribution of this paper is a practical view on the migration of
supervisory control systems in general.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 discusses related work. In Section 3 we introduce S MC, specific concerns, and our running example. All
the elements necessary for the proposed migration are presented and illustrated using the running example, in Sections 4, 5 and 6. Section 7 reflects on the migration. The
paper is concluded in Section 8.

The machine control context is clarified in Figure 2.
The transducers, or sensors and actuators, of a manufacturing machine are mounted on (sub)frames and are coupled
through mechanical and electronic interfaces. The regulative controllers calculate actuator set-points and trajectories
as well as induce regulated changes in the system under
control. We do not consider this class of control systems.

2. Related work
Fahmy and Holt [16, 17] discuss several types of generic
architecture transformations that can be viewed as graph
transformations. In this paper we consider domain-specific
transformations on architecture views that are more complex than typed graphs. Moreover, the transformations discussed in this paper are driven by a migration to a completely different S MC paradigm.
Czarnecki and Helsen [18] give a categorisation of
model transformation approaches. One of the main characteristics concerns the transformation rules. In this paper, we provide pattern-based transformation rules using a
graphical syntax. These rules are organised independently
and can be selectively applied resulting in a target model.
Bosch [19] uses architecture transformations in architecture design to realise non-functional qualities of a system. One of the identified transformation types is the application of an architectural style. A migration towards a
T RS-based S MC architecture could constitute such a transformation. In our case, however, this transformation also
results in a product-line architecture, for which we investigate the derivation of product instances.
Research related to the M DA and, more particularly, on
the involved model transformation (e.g., [20, 21]), provides another source of related work. In accordance to
the M DA vision, most work focusses on the transformation

Figure 2: Machine control context
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From a supervisory perspective, (sub)frames, transducers and associated regulative controllers form mechatronic
subsystems on which activities can be executed that add
value to products. The recipe- and customer-dependent
routing of multi-product flows, with varying optimisation
criteria, constitutes one of the key (supervisory) control issues. Moreover, advanced manufacturing machines must
respond correctly and reproducibly to manufacturing requests, run-time events and results. Consequently, a supervisory controller is required to coordinate the execution
of manufacturing activities and to ensure feasible machine
behaviour [5, 7, 8, 9].
In practice, a high-level manufacturing request is translated into valid low-level machine behaviour using multiple, consecutive control-layers. This is supported by recursive application of the control context from Figure 2: tasks
of one level become manufacturing requests for the next
level until the execution level is reached.

prealign

3.2. Typical concerns
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For S MC of advanced manufacturing machines, a number of key (migration) concerns can be identified. Predominantly, multiple manufacturing activities - and sequences
hereof - may fulfil a request and, in turn, multiple mechatronic subsystems may be available to perform a particular
activity. That is, multiple alternatives exist that require the
selection of a specific subset of both activities and mechatronic subsystems to fulfil a given manufacturing request.
In other words, the S MC system has to make various control decisions with respect to alternatives.
The execution of an activity on a selected subsystem implies a specific physical state transition of that subsystem.
The selected sequence of activities for a subsystem requires
matching end states and begin states for consecutive state
transitions. When these states do not match, an additional
transition, a setup, has to be executed between consecutive
activities. In S MC, these so-called sequence dependent setups are common.
Intuitively, controlled usage of mechatronic subsystems
is another important concern. As such, the control system
generally checks the availability of a subsystem that is required for an activity. Once available, the subsystem should
be effectively claimed for the given activity. When an activity has been (co)performed by claimed mechatronic subsystem(s), all should be unclaimed or released.
In order to take full advantage of installed capacity, concurrent execution of activities is done where possible. In
practice, activities can be executed concurrently unless this
is explicitly prohibited by precedence (sequence) relations.
Synchronous execution is another common concern. Physical space is often limited resulting in multiple mechatronic
subsystems that simultaneously operate within a confined
space. This results in so-called hazardous areas in which
subsystems can collide and state transitions must be induced synchronously to ensure safety.
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Figure 3: Simplified layout of a wafer scanner
the wafer stages are swapped and the measured wafer is exposed. During exposure, a laser projects an image of the
required IC pattern onto the wafer’s surface through a demagnification lens. A wafer is exposed in a scanning fashion, similar to a photo-copier. Eventually, the wafer comes
to hold hundreds of small copies (i.e. dies) of this pattern.
After exposure, the stages swap back and the unload
robot (UR) transports the exposed wafer to the discharge
unit (DU) where it is buffered. Next, the wafer is picked up
by the track again to undergo various post-processing steps.
Now, the wafer is ready for another exposure if needed: the
process is re-entrant. With each passing, another layer is
added to each die. Once the wafer has been fully processed
and inspected, it is diced into individual dies that are packaged to form IC’s such as microprocessors.

4. Source view: F SM-based S MC

3.3. Running example: a wafer scanner
In this paper we consider the ASML wafer scanner as a
representative example of an advanced manufacturing machine. Wafer scanners are used in the semiconductor industry and perform the most critical step in the manufacturing
process of integrated circuits (IC’s). Figure 3 illustrates
a scanner where nodes represent mechatronic subsystems
and edges represent manufacturing activities.
A neighbouring machine, the track (TR), performs preprocessing steps and delivers silicon wafers to the prealignment system (PA). Here, the wafer orientation and
alignment are determined and adjusted. Next, the load
robot (LR) transports the wafer to a wafer stage (WS). Here,
the wafer characteristics are measured. After measurement,
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The source view of the migration is based on finite state
machines (F SM’s). This approach is proposed by, e.g., Ramadge and Wonham [5]. Here, the set of possible machine behaviours is considered to form a language. A discrete supervisory F SM is synthesised that restricts this language by disabling a subset of events to enforce valid machine behaviour. This requires the behaviour in all possible states to be specified explicitly using (un)conditional
state transitions with associated triggers (events) and effects (manufacturing activities). Hence, the machine behaviour for each type of manufacturing request, and combinations hereof, is specified design-time. Consequently,
multiple F SM’s are used per controller (typically one for
each type of request).
In our case, the source view is specified using U ML state
machine diagrams. The relevant part of the U ML metamodel is shown in Figure 4. As an example of how this
metamodel is used in practice, consider the source view of
the unload wafer request as depicted in Figure 5. Note that
this request corresponds to activity ws2ur in Figure 3.
U ML, as a generic modelling language, lacks the spe-
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Figure 4: Source metamodel (excerpt from [22])

cific constructs that support its application in the domain of
S MC systems. Furthermore, appropriate profiles, if available, are seldomly used in practice. This makes that, when
using ‘plain’ U ML, various design idioms are available
for handling S MC-specific concerns. For instance, guards
(e.g., ‘subsystem is available’) can be modelled as events
(e.g., ‘subsystem becomes available’) although these are
fundamentally different concepts. Similarly, manufacturing activities can be specified as actions on state transitions
or as actions in separate states.
In practice, specifications have a tendency to become
inconsistent and ambiguous over time and are often incomplete. This phenomenon is further amplified by tool limitations. For instance, tools that support a specific U ML version, do not necessarily support all of its constructs. When
reconsidering Figure 5), these issues are illustrated by e.g.
WS and UR appearing in two distinct resource usage idioms
and the fact that, for the actual transfer, the alternative completion sequences are specified exhaustively.
To identify the idioms used for particular S MC concerns,
legacy diagrams need to be manually inspected and parsed.
This is a tedious and error-prone process. After extensive
analysis we concluded that it is impossible to predict how
the different concerns are specified in our legacy source
models. In order to make it possible to define architecture
transformations, we require the state machine diagrams in
a normalised form. The associated restricted source metamodel only defines a subset of the models associated with
the original source metamodel. For this, U ML allows to define specialisations of its metamodel by stereotypes with
tagged values and well-formedness rules or constraints
that can be defined using the Object Constraint Language
(O CL). Together, these mechanisms allow for the definition
of a U ML profile.

Figure 5: The unload wafer request

5. Target view: T RS-based S MC
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The target model of the migration is based on the taskresource systems (T RS). Here, tasks correspond to manufacturing activities and resources correspond to mechatronic subsystems. The alternatives, as discussed in Section 3.2, are specified in terms of tasks, resources, and
rules that define (compound) precedence relations between
tasks. Decisions with respect to those alternatives are
typically taken run-time rather than design-time. In our
case, the target view is based on a research prototype that
ASML uses to study the applicability of new architectural
paradigms [9] for its S MC systems.
In the T RS paradigm, a manufacturing request is translated into valid machine behaviour in three phases. First,
during the planning phase, a scheduling problem is instantiated for the specific context of a manufacturing request.
For this, the request is interpreted through rules that operate on resource types, called capabilities, and task types,
called behaviours. The first phase results in a digraph that
consists of tasks (i.e., behaviour with a request context) and
their relations. Next, a scheduling phase constructively assigns tasks to specific resources over time [9, 23]. This
results in a fully timed, coordinated T RS that can be dispatched for run-time execution.
The prototype implements the generic part (planner,
scheduler, and dispatcher) of a product-line architecture for
building T RS-based S MC-systems.
This product-line architecture offers a generic re-usable
solution, that can be tailored via domain-specific modules
called system definition and subsystem interface. These
modules define the specific system under control and are
amenable for code generation. In this paper the view on
the domain specific system definition is the target of the

migration. In order to define this view, we introduce the
metamodel as shown in Figure 6.
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(a) Normalised source view

The system definition contains a static and a dynamic
part and is represented in the T RS metamodel by the
SystemDefinition, which serves as a root element. The
static part of the SystemDefinition defines the available
Behaviours, Capabilities and Resources. In addition, it
defines which Capabilities are used for which Behaviour
and specifies the corresponding beginState and endState
(CapabilityUsage). The dynamic part defines the rules for
uniquely mapping a manufacturing Request to Tasks (that
are of a specific Behaviour) and assigning Resources (that
fulfil a required Capability).
As an example of how this metamodel can be used in
practice, consider the target view in Figure 7 of the previously introduced unload wafer request. Figure 7a) first illustrates the normalised model of this request, which can be
used as input for the ATL transformation engine. Application of the transformation rules, as discussed in the sequel,
results in the target model of Figure 7b). Note that we did
not define a suitable graphical representation for T RS models yet. Hence, Figure 7b) mainly shows the dynamic part:
a task digraph where nodes reference the corresponding behaviours. Our transformation rules, however, also include
the static part of the target model.

Figure 7: Unload wafer request transformation

mation rules for the concerns described earlier in the paper.
These rules are generic with respect to the (F SM) source
model.

6. Transformation rules
In this section we discuss the transformation step of the
F SM-T RS the migration of S MC architectures. We first describe the transformation rules for each of the elements of
the target metamodel. Subsequently we describe transfor-

REPORT
entry / report done
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All transformation rules in this section are implemented
using the Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [24]. An
ATL transformation module consists of rules that contain a
‘from’ clause that matches elements in a source model and
generates the corresponding elements in a target model as
specified in its ‘to’ clause. The O CL-based syntax of ATL
allowed us to express complicated patterns and mappings,
for instance to map the resource usage pattern to the T RS
metamodel. In the illustrative ATL fragments, the metamodel elements used in the ‘from’ and ‘to’ clauses refer
to the metamodels in Figure 4 and Figure 6, respectively.
The ATL transformation engine can be used in combination
with X MI serialisations of models and metamodels defined
using E MF or the M OF. Hence, we took the T RS metamodel from Figure 6 and defined it using E MF [25] and the
M OF-U ML metamodel available from the O MG [22]. To
create the source model, we could simply use a U ML modelling tool that supports X MI export. The target model is
then generated in its serialised form. Using ATL we needed
no more than 200 lines of code to implement all the necessary transformation rules.

6.1. Target-model instantiation

transfer W2U done result in a single task that executes the
behaviour transfer W2U (Fig. 7b). In the canonical source

In general, the dynamic part of the target model can be
derived directly and the static part is derived indirectly. The
creation of the CapabilityUsage element is not discussed
here as it is closely related to the resource usage concern
(Sec. 6.2) and discussed there.

view, we assume run-to-completion semantics of actions
and thus normalisation removes the completion events. Not
all actions in the source view, however, correspond to manufacturing activities. Therefore we define a task in the target model only for those actions in the source model that
correspond to a manufacturing activity, and a behaviour for
every type of action.
As can be seen from Listing 2, we assume that Tasks and
Behaviours in the target view correspond to Actions named
‘Execute Behaviour’ in the canonical source view. The executed behaviour is specified in the script attribute. This
also means that actions with identical script attributes effectively define an action type and should be mapped to
the same behaviour. To implement this, we defined the
actionBehaviours() helper function (not shown) that first selects the set of actions named ‘Execute Behaviour’ and subsequently the set of actions with unique behaviours. For all
actions included in this set, a behaviour and a task is created by the behaviour rule. Additionally a task is created
by the task rule for all other actions named ‘Execute Behaviour’. Please note that the from clauses of different rules
should map to disjoint sets of source model elements.
A behaviour’s requires attribute is set to a CapabilityUsage element. This is discussed in the explanation of
the resource usage concern below. To set a task’s corresponding behaviour we again use the resolveTemp construct.
Finally, for tasks, the predecessors attribute has to be set to
the set of direct predecessor tasks. This is also discussed
later when we explain how the synchronisation and concurrency concerns are handled.

SystemDefinition and Request The SystemDefinition
root element in the target model, containing all required
elements that define the domain specific part of an S MC
controller, corresponds to a complete source model.
A Request contains the planning rules that determine
how a particular manufacturing request, such as ‘unload
wafer’ (Fig. 5) is planned. Planning rules involve a set
of tasks and corresponding predecessor relations. In the
source model, a state machine diagram is used to specify how a manufacturing request is to be executed. So,
we create a Request element in the target model for every
StateMachine in the source model.
Listing 1 shows the ATL implementation of this transformation rule. For now, we assume that a source model
contains only a single StateMachine. It can be seen
that SystemDefinition contains behaviours, resources and
capabilities. However, these are created by other rules and
ATL does not permit to navigate through the target model.
Instead, we can navigate through the source model to the
element that results in the creation of the desired target
model element. For the case that a rule has multiple targets in its to clause, ATL offers the resolveTemp method.
This method takes as input a source model element and a
string that refers to a specific target of a rule. The string ‘t’,
for example, refers to the Task target of the Behaviour rule
in Listing 2. Finally, a request is instantiated that contains
a set of tasks which are also created by other rules.
rule SystemDefinition {
from sm: UML!StateMachine
to sd: TRS!SystemDefinition (
behaviours <- thisModule.actionBehaviours()->
collect(e|thisModule.resolveTemp(e,’b’)),
resources <- thisModule.actionResources()->collect(
e|thisModule.resolveTemp(e,’r’)),
capabilities <- thisModule.actionResources()->
collect(e|thisModule.resolveTemp(e,’c’)),
requests <- Set {rq}),
rq: TRS!Request (
name <- sm.toString(),
tasks <- UML!Action.allInstances()->select(a|a.name
=’Execute Behaviour’)->collect(e|thisModule.
resolveTemp(e,’t’)))
}

Listing 1: Rule for SystemDefinition and Requests
Task and Behaviour In the original source view, a manufacturing activity is typically specified as an action with
associated completion event. As an example, consider Figure 5, in which the action start transfer W2U and the event
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rule Behaviours {
from a: UML!Action (
thisModule.actionBehaviours()->includes(a))
to b: TRS!Behaviour (
name <- a.script.body,
requires <- UML!SimpleState->allInstances()->select
(s|s.entry=a)->asSequence()->first().incoming->
collect(i|i.source)
->iterate(s; ss : Set(UML!SimpleState) = Set {}|
thisModule.union(ss,s.getResourceClaims()))),
t: TRS!Task (
id <- a.script.body,
behaviour <- thisModule.resolveTemp(thisModule.
actionBehaviours()
->select(e|e.script.body=a.script.body)->
asSequence()->first(),’b’),
predecessors <- a.getPredecessors()->collect(e|
thisModule.resolveTemp(e,’t’)))
}
rule Tasks {
from a: UML!Action (
not thisModule.actionBehaviours()->includes(a) and
a.name=’Execute Behaviour’)
to t: TRS!Task (
id <- a.script.body,
behaviour <- thisModule.resolveTemp(thisModule.
actionBehaviours()
->select(e|e.name=a.name)->asSequence()->first(),
’b’),
predecessors <- a.getPredecessors()->collect(e|
thisModule.resolveTemp(e,’t’)))

in a release action. This normalised pattern can easily be
generalised.
Thus, for each such pattern occurring before an action
corresponding to a manufacturing activity and after the previous release action, we conclude that this activity requires
the involved subsystems. In the target model CapabilityUsage elements are then defined connecting the involved
corresponding behaviour and capabilities. In our example,
the CapabilityUsage element relates the Transfer W2U behaviour to the WS capability.
In our target view, this results in the definition of a CapabilityUsage element relating the Transfer W2U behaviour to
the WS capability. Again, for the normalised source view
we assume a strict naming convention. This can be seen
from the from clause of the rule in Listing 3, it matches all
states named ’WAIT_FOR_RESOURCE’. The to clause of this rule
creates a CapabilityUsage element in the target view. The
resolveTemp construct is used to set the capability attribute
to the target of the rule that matches the ‘Claim Resource’
Action involved in the resource usage pattern.
Next, a behaviour is linked to CapabilityUsage elements by its requires attribute (Listing 2). This is done
by first selecting all states directly preceding the state in
which an action is executed that corresponds to the behaviour. On each of these predecessor states, we call the
getResourceClaims() helper that recursively finds all states
named ‘WAIT_FOR_RESOURCE’ by reversing through the state
machine until a release action is encountered. Here, we assume that a release action releases all claimed subsystems.
The states in the returned set match the ResourceUsage rule
and the Behaviour is linked by its requires attribute to the
CapabilityUsage elements.

}

Listing 2: Rules for tasks and behaviours
This transformation partly relies on naming conventions. Instead of relying on naming conventions we could
introduce a ExecuteBehaviourAction as a specialised Action in the restricted source metamodel.
Resource and Capability In the F SM based approach
mechatronic subsystems were not explicitly modelled.
Hence, in the source model there are no elements that directly correspond to resources and capabilities. We can,
however, use the fact that, in the F SM-based approach,
subsystems need to be explicitly claimed. We create Resources in the target model based on actions that claim a
specific subsystem. The implementation is straightforward
and therefore not shown. To take into account that capabilities can be claimed multiple times during a request, we
defined a helper similar to the one defined for the actions
corresponding to a behaviour.
This transformation rule assumes some additional constraints on the source metamodel. First, we require that
claim actions are explicitly specified, which is often not the
case in original source models. Second, we again rely on
naming conventions for the recognition of resource claim
actions, which we assume are named ‘Claim Resource’.
Similar to the situation with tasks we could again introduce
a specialised Action.

6.2. Concern-based transformation rules
In this section we discuss how the transformation handles the various concerns we have identified in Section 3.2.
Resource usage In the T RS based approach the static part
of the SystemDefinition specifies the capabilities it requires
for every behaviour. For this reason we defined the CapabilityUsage element in the target metamodel. Again, we
cannot derive the CapabilityUsage elements in the target
model directly.
In the original source models, various idioms were used
to ensure that subsystems were used appropriately. Therefore, the normalisation step is particularly important when
considering this concern. From Figure 5), and the corresponding normalised idiom from Figure 7a), it can be seen
that additional actions are used for claiming the WS subsystem: if the WS subsystem is available it is claimed and
the Transfer W2U action can be executed, otherwise a wait
state is entered. This wait state is exited when an event
is received that the WS subsystem has become available.
Then, a claim action is executed in conjunction to ensure
mutual exclusive use of subsystems. Finally, after the activity has been performed the claimed subsystems are released

rule ResourceUsage {
from
s: UML!SimpleState (
s.name=’WAIT_FOR_RESOURCE’)
to cu: TRS!CapabilityUsage (
capability <- thisModule.resolveTemp(thisModule.
actionResources()->select(a|a.script.body=s.
outgoing->select(t|t.effect.name=’Claim Resource’)
->asSequence()->first().effect.script.body)->
asSequence()->first(),’c’))
}

Listing 3: Rules for resource usage pattern
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Resource setups In the source view, resource state consistency is ensured by specifying setup transitions for every
possible resource state at design-time. In practice, this is
not done exhaustively. Instead, domain-knowledge is used
to limit the number of setup related alternative transitions.
In the target view, setups are automatically inserted by
the generic (solving) part of the product-line architecture.
This is done at run-time, based on mismatching beginState
and endState attributes of the CapabilityUsage element. To
some extent, these could be derived from the explicitly

specified setups in the source view. In this paper, we do not
define a corresponding transformation rule as it depends
heavily on domain knowledge. When reconsidering Figure 7, the move to rotate behaviour is in fact a resource
setup that has been modelled explicitly to mimic existing
behaviour exactly.
Synchronous execution In the source view, synchronisation between sequential actions can be achieved by specifying them as entry or exit actions with run-to-completion semantics. For concurrent actions, all sequences are typically
specified exhaustively. The synchronisation between actions that belong to different requests can be done through
external events. Here, wait states are typically used: wait
for a resource, a timer, some action or data.
The target view defines precedence relations between
those tasks that require synchronisation (within the same
request). In principle, these relations follow from the execution order of the manufacturing activities and the corresponding actions within a normalised state machine diagram. In the target view, resources are used for external
synchronisation. For instance, tasks belonging to different
requests are synchronised through a virtual resource (i.e.,
not corresponding to a real subsystem) that is required by
both tasks. This pattern can be used to implement the previously mentioned timer as well. Similarly, a specialised
data resource can be introduced.
Finally, the explicit synchronisation of resource transitions is mentioned, e.g., a stage swap on the wafer scanner.
This is typically specified by introducing synchronous resource transitions at a lower-level and, as such, this does
not affect our target view. The implementation of the F SMT RS transformation currently does not handle synchronisation across different requests. However, if we would modify the restricted source metamodel to include a special type
of Event to denote external events, implementation hereof
would become a straightforward exercise.
A predecessor relation is created for every task by
searching for its set of (direct) predecessor tasks. For
this we have defined several getPredecessors helpers that
each operate on a different source metamodel element using polymorphism. So, for each task the getPredecessors
helper is invoked on its corresponding Action. Depending
whether the involved Action was either a transition effect
or a state entry action the getPredecessors helper is invoked
on the transition’s source state or all of the state’s incoming transitions (iteratively). In the case of a source state
we again use polymorphism to distinguish between different types of states: CompositeState, PseudoState, FinalState,
and SimpleState. As an example, Listing 4 contains the getPredecessors helper for SimpleStates. The general pattern
used for these helpers is that if the state or transition itself
contains an (entry or effect) action corresponding to a task,

it is returned. If not, the getPredecessors is called on the
preceding state or all incoming transitions (iteratively).
helper context UML!SimpleState def: getPredecessors() :
Set(UML!Action) =
if self.entry->oclIsUndefined() then
self.incoming->asSet()
->iterate(t; p : Set(UML!Action) = Set{} |
thisModule.union(p,t.getPredecessors()))
else if self.entry.name=’Execute Behaviour’ then
Set {self.entry}
else
self.incoming->asSet()
->iterate(t; p : Set(UML!Action) = Set{} |thisModule
.union(p,t.getPredecessors()))
endif endif
;

Listing 4: Collect predecessors on SimpleStates

Concurrent execution When reconsidering the source
view for our example (Fig. 5), it can be seen that concurrency of the move to rotate and finish exchange is modelled
by the exhaustive specification of the alternative sequences.
Although this is certainly not the most elegant manner, tool
and language limitations typically impose these complex
constructs. This particular idiom is commonly observed
for actions that are related to a single request. Intuitively,
the canonical pattern for concurrency would be a composite
state with orthogonal regions.
Basically, the predecessor relation is the mechanism
used in the target view to allow or disallow concurrency:
if two tasks are not related by the transitive closure of the
predecessors relation, they can execute concurrently. Now,
these (potentially concurrent) tasks are executed as soon as
their predecessors are finished and the required resources
are available. In turn, this also implies that a task can have
multiple (concurrent) predecessors.
We used the previously discussed getPredecessors
helper on CompositeState to handle this situation. The
code is rather complicated due to implementation issues
and therefore not shown here. When a CompositeState is
concurrent. We then take the union of the getPredecessors
of its composing CompositeStates (iteratively). If it is not
concurrent, we take the getPredecessors of the composing
FinalState. Note that we assume that a state machine in this
CompositeState has exactly one FinalState.

7. Evaluation
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Supervisory machine control migrations The transformation rules we have defined operate on normalisations of
F SM-based specifications of S MC systems. As such, they
can be applied to F SM-T RS migrations of S MC systems
without loss of generality. The normalisation procedure,
on the other hand, is context specific, as it depends on the
legacy modelling conventions.

Application of the generic migration process as presented in this paper, requires that the involved metamodels
and transformation rules are made explicit. This increases
the understanding of the implications (and difficulties) of a
migration. Furthermore, the need for experts on both the
domain and the T RS paradigm, is confined to the definition of the transformation rules and in a lesser extent to the
normalisation step.

stitutes a platform-specific model. The essential difference
with the M DA approach, however, is the purpose of the involved models and transformations. We apply model transformations in a migration context whereas the M DA applies
them in a development context. The question whether it
makes sense to apply our model transformations in a development context lies beyond the scope of this paper.
Tools and languages The success of the M DA vision depends partially on the ability of modelling, transformation
and code generation tools to cooperate. Here, an advantage
of ATL is that it accepts metamodels to be defined in either the M OF or E MF. Furthermore it supports X MI, which
means that (in theory) most U ML modelling tools can be
used to create source models.
As such, M OF and its implementations (e.g.,E MF and
M DR), U ML, and particularly X MI play an important role.
However, in practice the availability of different versions
of these three specifications made it difficult to setup an
appropriate tool chain. For instance, we could not use the
latest version of our U ML modelling tool (Poseidon for
UML) because the U ML metamodel it uses, was incompatible with the ATL transformation engine. Although we took
the freedom of selecting tools that were able to cooperate,
this will not always be possible in practice.
Another advantage of ATL is its O CL-based syntax.
This allows people that haven been working with the U ML
metamodel, to understand and create transformation rules
quickly.

Product lines The type of migration as described in this
paper is particularly interesting as it involves the introduction of a product-line architecture. The derivation of
product-line members from legacy products using model
transformations seems to be an elegant approach of introducing a software product line to replace a set of individually developed products (or components). However, such
an approach is only feasible if the allowed variability for
product-line members can be defined by a metamodel.
Normalisation In practice, models are typically made as
complete and accurate as is demanded by their application.
These demands become more stringent when the models
are used as input for automated processing (e.g., model
transformations). As a result, the (context specific) normalisation step is crucial to our approach as it facilitates
industrial application of our model transformations.
The difficulty of the normalisation step depends on the
number of constraints that the restricted source metamodel
adds to the legacy source metamodel (if present). Fewer
constraints make the transformation, which is typically automated, more complex. However, the normalisation step,
which is typically executed manually, requires less effort.
This trade-off suggests an approach that starts with a simple
transformation that is gradually evolved to reduce the number of constraints required on the restricted source metamodel. This results in a complex automated transformation
and a manual normalisation that requires as less effort as
possible. Intuitively, the extraction of information from the
legacy source models is typically incomplete due to, e.g.,
undocumented features and, as a result, some (domain) expert knowledge is still required to complete the migration.
Model driven architecture Our work bears similarities
with the M DA. In the M DA, model transformations are applied to platform-independent models to obtain platformspecific models. Our transformation rules do not change
the behaviour as specified by the legacy state machine diagrams. Therefore, the legacy source model describes, in a
platform-independent way, the same behaviour as the associated target model combined with the generic part of the
product line. Hence, the generic part can be seen as a platform whereas the target model of our transformation con-

8. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have formulated the migration of an
F SM-based S MC architecture to a T RS-based S MC architecture, as a model transformation problem. Results show
that application of model transformations increases the understandability of such a migration and reduces the need
for domain experts.
We have demonstrated that the M DA development
framework can be applied in a migration context as well.
However, a normalisation step is required to overcome
semi-formal, incomplete and ambiguous specifications as
well as tool and language limitations. This normalisation
makes our approach suitable for industrial applications.
Based on a S MC-specific concerns and the normalised
view, we have defined and implemented a set of generic
transformation rules that support a migration towards T RSbased product-line architectures. The applicability of these
rules has been illustrated using a real-world industrial case.
As such, the main contributions of this paper are:
9

• The extension of the M DA framework with a normal-

isation step to allow for migrations in industry.
• A set of transformation rules that can be applied to
F SM-T RS migrations of S MC systems without loss of
generality.

[10]

We are in the process of extending our work along the
following lines. First, we want to apply our migration approach to other S MC components within ASML. Second,
we are investigating the possibility of deriving a normalised
source model directly from the source code, thus circumventing the (manual) normalisation step.

[11]
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